Help with FOIP!!
Access and Privacy Branch
April 2007

FOIP / LAFOIP Process

Clock starts ticking…..the moment a public body receives
the request. The request should be date stamped the day
it arrives and quickly forwarded to the FOIP Office. There are
only 30 calendar days to complete the request!

Access Request

*Requests are logged by FOIP
**FOIP sets a file and assigns a
number

FOIP Office
Evaluate & Validate
Log the Request

FOIP provides a "heads up" to
Head, B/PA and Comm (as
appropriate)

NO

Require
more
info?

Request clarification
NO response
from applicant
received

YES

The Clock Stops….until the application is
clear and the record is identified.

Until clarified

Will cost less
than $50 to
complete?

YES

Search
Records

**
Pending File

As per fee schedule in regulations

NO

Prepare Estimate
The Clock Stops….when the final estimate
is sent to the applicant.

Send Estimate

1/2
Estimate
is paid?

YES

Records
Exist?

Clock Resumes….when 1/2 the
estimate is paid.

**
Pending File

YES
NO

File is
pending for
long time?

STOP!

Close File

Note:…The Acts are silent on how long a file should remain
active pending a response from the appicant. Set a period
appropriate for your work place. Advise the applicant in
writing when you do close the file

NO

Proceed
without
extension?

NO

YES

NO

Collaboratively
B/PA/R & FOIP

YES

To invoke an extension (30 day
maximum), the circumstances must fit
Section 12 of the Act
YES

Review records

3rd party
notice?

Whether the records
exist or not, the same
communication
process should be
followed.

YES

Complete notification
process with 3rd party

The clock changes..3rd parties will have 20 days to
respond to your notice. Factor that into your timeframe and
extend accordingly

NO

ALL EXTERNAL
COMMUNICATION
COME FROM FOIP
OFFICE (unless
otherwise decided)

Prepare Response

B/PA/R Signoff
Ensure sufficient time for review and approval.

Head Signoff
FOIP - FOIP Office
Head - Permanent Head/ Delegate
B/PA/R - Business/Program Area/Region
Comm - Communications
OIPC - Office of the Information and Privacy
Commissioner

Return to FOIP
Office

Other 1/2
of the
Estimate
paid?

Applicant can only be charged actual
cost (based on fee schedule) and
cannot be charged more than original
estimate.

YES

Release of Info

File Closure
**
Pending File

NO

N.B. Thoroughly document all activities taken in each step. This will help manage the request
and will be important in the event of a review by the OIPC.

